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in february 1981 christiane spent her weekend in her parents' basement. she went to visit her friend and lover christa, who herself was already using heroin, just by the way, and started to inject herself. she described about the feeling
when the drug entered her veins for the first time. this was the first time that christiane witnessed someone injecting heroin, and when she saw this herself, she first thought that it wasn't that bad, not at all, but after this one day she
realised, that this happened every day. christiane was ashamed of herself for ever having used heroin in her life. that was the time when she started refusing it. she, together with some of her friends, started to take a lot of alcohol
and some rather powerful psychedelic substances like lsd. christiane also consumed some heroin again, and took the opportunity to convince christa to as well. slowly, both girls started their downward spiral. christiane didn't want to
go to school any longer, and instead she just wandered the streets of berlin, often with a friend, who worked at the zoo. detlef came to berlin in 1977 to study and started up with his brother a band that did a few concerts. during that
period, he hung with his brother in a squat in west berlin, where he met christiane. christiane was already living in a so-called 'funk hole' in rudow, which had been a bomb-damaged shopping mall in the 1970s. christiane had got used
to the flats gloomy atmosphere and now wanted to have fun and become a part of the west berlin subculture what she found in her group. her parents had a difficult relationship with the boy whom was also not rich. he was kind of
funny and attractive in a way, but also completely careless and irresponsible, often staying drunk for days with little money and no job, not paying attention to what he did at all. it was detlef who pushed christiane to get drugs she
was using until then with her boyfriend who drank excessively. when christiane asked her mother if he could join her and her boyfriend in the flat, she also didn't object to what christiane wanted, that was why she came to this flat,
where she was living without her parents for the first time. christiane used to already have a sex life with her boyfriend by then, but since both of them were injecting heroin regularly and it was not easy to obtain for her, she was
interested in trying it out with another boy for the first time in her life. she introduced her first boyfriend in her flat in 1978. christiane's mom used to be a prostitute, which she also knew since her childhood, what also brought
christiane into a deep conversation with her mother during their first sexual relationship. the mother always told christiane that her father had left his family for a reason, but this time christiane wanted to get a better understanding of
what happened. detlef certainly was the reason that turned their lives upside down. christiane's father unexpectedly came home one day, and immediately got into an argument with her mom over her relationship with detlef.
christiane had now become the reason for the reason of his leaving the family to much extent. in truth, christiane took his side by objecting her parents cruel position to her. the argument escalated, what made christiane's mom and
her boyfriend leave the flat and her father throwing christiane against the wall. christiane walked home, feeling lost and helpless, but at least more calm about what had just happened than that time.
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detlef and christiane were supposed to have a relationship, but she would leave him. she couldn't get pregnant, didn't get money for her rent and had nowhere to live. she was becoming a target for the police. in the end, she had no
other option than to sell her virginity to an unknown client. the film 'wir kinder vom bahnhof zoo' (1981) portrays a young girl at a turning point. the story takes place in the year 1977 in her neighbourhood in the west of berlin.

christiane is innocent and naive, but an unscrupulous prostitute. she cannot say no anymore to anyone. she is going to meet a client, but hes not to be found. christiane sold her virginity and was forced to sleep with him. later she was
kidnapped and imprisoned at the klinik für sexualtherapie in berlin. with a camera following her, the story goes through the girl's steps. her life has changed since she met detlef. now she has to face every decision of her life as a drug

addict. the film describes the addiction, a change in her social system and the consequences for her family and friends. in this movie christiane gets sentenced at a juvenile court for prostitution and heroin. afterwards she receives
help and treatment from the agency and there she remains for the rest of her life. during her stay at the clinic, she learns to trust her inner strength and tries to get rid of her addiction. in her first years of recovery, she has problems

to get a job and has no friends. she meets the people she shouldn't have trusted in her first years and gets back into the game to get them back. she starts working at a grocery store, and takes care of an old couple who have no
family. this leads to a new beginning and a new role in life. this movie shows, that if it hasn't happened already, addiction has a way of re-emerging, so it's important to look back from time to time. 5ec8ef588b
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